Discover Dozens of Power Trading Techniques That Can Make You Wealthy...from 5 Great Market Wizards Who:

✓ Earned 3X greater gains than Warren Buffett – even during a market meltdown.* … Page 3.
  *Paul Tudor Jones earned a 62% return vs. 19.5% for Berkshire Hathaway in 1987.

✓ Made trading profits in just one year that exceeded the Gross Domestic Product of some small countries … page 4.

✓ Raked in a 781% return in a single year of trading … page 6.

✓ Turned a $400 grubstake into a $200 million profit windfall … page 7.

✓ Generated trading profits of over $100,000 a month for 70 consecutive months … page 9

✓ Traded up to $2 billion in face value T-bonds a day … page 10.

PLUS: Claim your FREE Bonus Gift worth over $60 – details on page 14….
What Do These 5 Market Wizards Know About Making a Fortune That You Might Not?

Dear Reader:

A colleague questioned me the other day about my obsession with the market wizards and their trading secrets.

“I don’t see why you study these guys – and their trades – so meticulously,” he told me. “After all, there are plenty of trading systems out there we can learn from.”

“Maybe so,” I replied. “But why should I follow them when I can learn from the best of the best?”

After all, there are a lot of golf instructors and club pros willing and happy to give you pointers … but there’s only one Tiger Woods.

There are racing schools where instructors can show you how to be a better driver … but none of them is Jeff Gordon.

Kids can go to basketball camp. No doubt most of these camps have fine counselors and basketball coaches … but there is only one Michael Jordan.

When you are going to master an important skill – whether golf, driving, basketball, or trading …. Why wouldn’t you want to learn from the people out there who are the most successful and accomplished at it in the world?

Trading system authors may be good. Their systems might generate
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5 of the World’s Greatest Traders Trounce the Dow and Leave Warren Buffett in the Dust* – and Now, You Can Too.

Discover These 87 Little-Known Power Trading Secrets of the Master Market Wizards. Gains are 3X Greater than Warren Buffett’s.*

*Paul Tudor Jones earned a 62% return vs. 19.5% for Berkshire Hathaway in 1987.

By Terry Walker, Publisher, TradeWins

I've had good days trading. Good weeks. Even good years.

But nothing like these guys – 5 of the greatest traders alive today.

Paul Tudor Jones, for example, has a track record that blows 99.99% of professional traders and investors out of the water.

His Tudor Futures Fund was launched with $1.5 million under management. Within 4 years, every $100,000 invested in the fund was worth $1.74 million.

By then, he had $330 million under management. Now, if he charged a 1% management fee, his compensation would have been $3.3 million a year.

Assuming he worked 5 days a week, 8 hours a day, 50 weeks a year, his pay would be $66,000 a week – more than the average American earns in a year.

As you can imagine, when you earn $66,000 a week, the extra income you might make spending the weekend giving a trading seminar – or selling a $95 trading manual – holds virtually no appeal.

In a single year, Jones' trading profits have exceeded the entire gross domestic product of some small nations.

During the stock market crash of October 1987, while the Dow plummeted, the Tudor Futures Fund produced a gain of 62%. The same year, Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway shares gained only 19.5%. That means Jones generated returns 3X greater than Warren Buffett over a limited time period!

More recently, in 2006 Tudor Jones made $750 million and is the 369th richest man in the world.

That's a profit of three quarters of a billion dollars in a single year. No wonder 85% of Paul's net worth is invested in his own funds!

So here is a guy who is filthy rich. And he got that way from trading. The question is: can you duplicate his success?

I can't promise you'll make a billion dollars a year – or anything close to it – ever.

*Note: these performance results are not representative of all trading results. Some of the traders profiled in this report have outperformed Warren Buffett at certain times, not all the time. Specifically, Paul Tudor Jones earned a 62% return vs. 19.5% for Berkshire Hathaway in 1987. Marty Schwartz once earned 781% in a single 12-month period, a feat unduplicated by Buffett. Jones had triple digit returns for 5 consecutive years (one of those years the return was actually only 99.2%); from 1967 to 2007, Berkshire Hathaway had only 2 years with triple-digit returns.
Have you heard of Jack Schwager? A highly successful professional trader and investor in his own right, Jack is best known for his ongoing series of interviews with the “Market Wizards.”

The Market Wizards are the superstar traders who out-perform 99% of all other traders playing the markets today.

Schwager has a unique talent: in just an hour or two of conversation, he is able to get these normally recalcitrant Market Wizards to open up to him – and spill the beans on their most effective trading secrets and market wisdom.

Jack then edits the interviews into fascinating, quick-reading tutorials that are professionally recorded on audio CD in the *Secrets of the Market Wizards* home study program.

“Jack has the remarkable ability to ask relevant and productive questions of some of the most successful traders of our time.”

—Phil

Listening time: only 60 minutes per tutorial. Just pop the CD into your player to turn your car into a classroom-on-wheels at “Market Wizard Trading University.” No books to read, no videos to watch, no software to buy.

“Market Wizards is fascinating, and Jack Schwager has nailed their modus operandi on the head,” says Martin W. Zweig, Editor of The Zweig Forecast.

“It’s difficult enough to develop a method that works. It then takes experience to believe what your method is telling you,” says Robert R. Prechter, Jr., Editor of The Elliott Wave Theory of the Market Wizards. “But the toughest task of all is turning analysis into money.

“If you don’t believe it, try it. These guys [the Market Wizards] have it all: a method, the conviction, and the discipline to act decisively time after time, regardless of distractions and pressures. They are heroes of Wall Street.”

Every Market Wizard has his own methods and trading secrets. You can learn from them all, and take from each the techniques and strategies that fit your own trading goals and style.
In the first lesson of *Secrets of the Market Wizards*, you’ll discover how Paul Tudor Jones got so rich, so fast, and has stayed on top so long.

In Market Wizard Tutorial #1, Paul Tudor Jones shares with you:

- A simple trick for hiding your positions from other traders.
- How to stay cool when the market is kicking your butt.
- Should you override stop orders in extenuating circumstances? The answer may surprise you.
- **How to potentially profit by buying and selling on the turning points.**
- When – and how much – of a position to liquidate before and after the points where the stops are being hit.
- **A way to make money in the markets by never losing.**
- How to make sure your position sizes are smallest when you are trading at your worst.
- **The 2 inviolate rules of a top Market Wizard. Ignore them at your peril.**
- Which comes first – fundamentals or technicals – when analyzing a market or trade?
- **Paul Tudor Jones’s 7 money-making trading rules to live by.**
- Jesse Livermore’s great secret about how to beat the market when trading.
- **The most important rule of trading.** *Hint: It’s NOT what you think.*
- Why the best money can be made at the market tops and bottoms -- and not just by catching trends in the middle.
- **2 common mistakes rookie traders make and how to avoid them.**
- The biggest myth the average investor has about Wall Street insiders and the way they supposedly manipulate the markets.
- **How to create favorable risk/reward opportunities with the Elliott Wave theory.**
- 3 market advisors Tudor Jones says are worth paying attention to.
- Why you should avoid zealous loyalty to your positions.
- How to avoid getting burned by market crashes with the analog model.
- What is more important to success – being a good trader or having a good system?
- **The most important stop to put in place for avoiding losses.** *Hint: it’s NOT a price stop.*
- Paul Tudor Jones’ #1 piece of advice for the average trader who wants to make money in today’s market.
- And so much more….
If you ask me to name the one trader whose track record I’d love to duplicate the most, without a doubt it would be Marty Schwartz.

Marty earned $100,000 in profits during his first 4 months of trading. The next year, he earned $600,000. After that, he never earned less than seven figures. In fact, over 9 out of 10 of his months are always profitable.

Schwartz has accomplished a feat unduplicated by any other trader: he took $40,000 in his futures trading account and turned it into approximately $20 million … a 500X increase … with never more than a 3% drawdown.

Marty’s first claim to fame was earning a 781% return in a one-year trading contest. And in 9 out of the 10 times he competed in the 4-month U.S. Trading Championships, he made more than all other contestants combined, with an average gain of 210% non-annualized.

“I remember saying to a good friend of mine once that I didn’t think it was possible for anybody to make $40,000 a month trading options,” says Marty. “Now I can earn $40,000 in a day without a problem.”

And in Market Wizards Tutorial #2, you’ll discover just how Marty does it. Including:

- Marty Schwartz’s 5 secrets for more profitable trading.
- What the U.S. Marines can teach you about winning in the markets.
- The best way to make more money on Wall Street even if your stocks tank.
- The most suicidal thing you can do as a trader and how to avoid it.
- How to survive and not lose your shirt during a losing period in your trading.
- The awful truth about program trading.
- What to do after a devastating loss that can put you back on the winning track pronto.
- The most important fundamental market timing signal ever devised. It’s also the easiest to spot.
- Spotting short-term trends with M-tops using oscillating highs.
- How to determine when the market is at low-risk entry points.
- Where market moves are most likely to stop – 98 times out of 100.
- The best time to take a short break from trading. Hint: it’s NOT after a losing trade or streak.
- The #1 piece of advice Marty Schwartz gives to ordinary investors trying to become good traders.
- Should you go bottom-fishing? Marty’s answer may surprise you.
- When to take a position in T-bills and when to avoid them.
- When to stick with a position even though you are extremely nervous about it. This little-known indicator should calm your fears.
- The biggest reason why most traders lose money … and how to steer clear of it.
- How to develop an attitude that makes you a better and more aggressive trader -- without incurring more risk.
- And more…. 
MARKET WIZARD TUTORIAL #3: Commodity Secrets of a Legendary Chicago Trader

Turning $40,000 into $20 million like Marty Schwartz is no small feat. But Richard Dennis, whom the Wall Street Journal calls a “legendary Chicago commodity trader,” did even better, eventually turning $400 into $200 million.

Richard is best known for creating the Turtle Traders: a group of neophyte traders, hand-picked and trained in his methods, almost all of whom went on to achieve extraordinary success despite having no other formal market education.

And in Market Wizards Tutorial #3, you’ll discover Richard Dennis’s most valuable trading secrets. Including:

- The one time in your life when it’s OK to be a bad trader.
- Which attitude is better for traders – bearish or bullish?
- How to take advantage of buying opportunities created by traders who take their profits too early.
- Why you should not have a short position with a loss on Friday if the market closes at a high.
- How to avoid throwing away your capital on suboptimal trades.
- The very first thing you should do after you experience a destabilizing loss.
- Which position is more advantageous – floor trader or trading with a PC at home?
- How to put the odds in your favor when trading on a limit bid.
- How to profit from incredibly strong trends.
- Are traders born – or can trading be taught?
- The one characteristic Richard Dennis looks for in new traders he hires.
- Origins of the famous “turtle traders” – and what role pure luck played in their trading success.
- How to avoid having too many big skids on your trades.
- What to do when your gut feelings tell you that the system you are trading may be making a mistake.
- Why historical data should not be used to draw boundaries over how far the market will move within a trend.
- When to apply a suboptimal parameter set to a price database – and why.
- The right time to get out of a major position – even if there is no loss.
- The vital behavioral differences between precious metals, crop, and raw materials markets.
- The right move to make to end a losing streak.
- The biggest misunderstanding the new trader has about market behavior.
- An effective strategy for avoiding false break-outs.
- Why you should not get overly elated when you have a big win or a long winning streak.
- The absolute worst thing you can do in your trading.
- And many others….

—continued on page 9
some profit. But a lot of those guys make their money selling lessons and instruction – not trading the markets.

Wouldn’t you rather learn from someone who made his money—and became wealthy—by trading his own accounts? A recent article in Kiplinger’s Personal Finance implores readers: “Learn from the world’s great investors.”

The problem is: the top traders are too busy making their millions to bother with giving seminars or teaching you their secrets.

But in Secrets of the Market Wizards, Jack Schwager – himself an accomplished trader and money manager (see page 13) – did something I didn’t think anyone would ever be able to do.

He got these 5 busy and wealthy traders to sit down with him, grilled them mercilessly, and pulled out of them 87 of their most powerful trading strategies and tips.

To find out who these 5 Market Wizards are … how they made their fortunes … and learn how you can make more profits by using their winning methods … just turn to page 4 and begin….

Sincerely,

Terry Walker, Publisher
TradeWins

P.S. You can listen to interviews with all 5 Market Wizards on audio CD … in the comfort and privacy of your own home or car … risk-free for 90 days.

Just complete the Request Form on page 15 – and mail or fax it back to me right away. Or call toll-free 888-233-1431 today and we’ll rush a copy to you!
In 1984, in his first big trade, he took a large position in out-of-the-money $180 October calls in Teledyne. On May 9, the company announced a stock repurchase plan at $200 per share. Tony made millions on the trade. And he earned additional millions from his trades in October 1987.

Traders Magazine calls Tony Saliba “an options business legend.” At one point, his trading profits exceeded $100,000 each month for 70 consecutive months.

And in Market Wizards Tutorial #4, you’ll discover:

- How to profit handsomely from market volatility with options – even if you don’t peg market direction correctly.
- The only 2 trading tips you need to make a steady $300 in trading profits daily.
- The biggest misconception the average investor has about making money in the markets.
- The 5 immutable trading rules Tony runs his options trading business by.
- 3 credos that guide Tony’s trading -- anyone can follow them.
- How to make a small fortune trading options without online charts or even using a PC.
- Tony Saliba’s 3 elements of successful options trading.
- Make money as a matrix trader using butterfly options contracts and explosion positions.
- How Tony trades seats on exchanges for up to $177,000 profit in 24 hours … as crazy as that sounds.
- The #1 mistake most floor traders make – and how to avoid it.
- And other stories, advice, and tips from a Market Wizard ….
MARKET WIZARD TUTORIAL #5:
Tom Baldwin’s T-Bond Treasures

By most accounts, Tom Baldwin is the single largest individual trader in the T-bond pit. The Wall Street Journal described him as the trader who can single-handedly move the Treasury bond market.

Single trades as large as $200 million are not unusual for Tom, and he trades as much as $2 billion in face value T-bonds daily. Even more impressive, Tom has never had losses for more than one month in a row. On average, 9 of his trading days out of every 10 are winners.

And in Market Wizards Tutorial #5, you'll discover:

- Why being smart can actually be a disadvantage to professional traders.
- **How to become a millionaire on only 4 ticks profit per trade.**
- Why short-term trading – hours instead of days, minutes instead of hours, seconds instead of minutes – helps to minimize your risk.
- The one type of chart Tom Baldwin looks at when trading short-term.
- **3 things that the top 1% of traders have that the other 99% of traders usually don't.**
- The #1 reason why so many traders are losers – and the most common mistake they make that you can easily avoid.
- **3 key chart formations that Tom Baldwin swears by for successful short-term trading.**
- When a trade is losing, should you cut your losses immediately – or wait for the optimum time to bail out? Tom’s contrarian answer may shock you.
- The awful truth about trading systems.
- A simple technique for cutting your losses in half.
- **A little-known secret for making money from fundamental numbers as soon as they are published.**
- Why the best traders – the superstars of the market – have virtually no ego.
- And much more....
Learn trading from 5 of the greatest Market Wizards of all time – less than $10 a lesson!

Can studying the Market Wizards make you a better trader? The Wall Street Journal seems to think it can. After interviewing Market Wizard Richard Dennis, a reporter for the Journal concluded: “Winning commodity traders may be made, not born.”

Dennis himself is living proof. A group of 14 traders he personally trained earned, over a period of 4½ years, an average annual compound rate of return of 80%. By comparison, 7 out of 10 non-professional commodity traders lose money on a yearly basis.

Now, in Secrets of the Market Wizards, you can get trading advice from some of the best in the business – Richard Dennis, Marty Schwartz, Paul Tudor Jones, Tom Baldwin, and Tony Saliba. The only question is: how much will it cost you?

Well, if you were to invest $100,000 in Jack Schwager’s Market Wizards Fund at his 1% management fee, it would cost you $1,000 a year to profit from the lessons of these 5 Market Wizards he applies to his trading.

But Secrets of the Market Wizards won’t cost you $1,000 … or even $100. Order now and you get all 5 tutorials – Paul Tudor Jones, Marty Schwartz, Richard Dennis, Tony Saliba, and Tom Baldwin – for only $49 (a savings of $46 off the list price of $95).

That’s less than $10 per lesson … about what you’d pay to have lunch at a local diner or coffee shop today.

“Some tips from the all-time greats … an eye-opener.”
– Ravi Madhavan

Rave reviews for the Market Wizards!

“The questions give you pointed perspectives about how the pros view the markets and the answers are always bound to have insights that can’t be beat.”
 –David Wade

“Fascinating … the wisdom is voluminous …” – Matt Briggs

“Excellent insight into some of the best traders from the late 20th century.”
 –David Schrader

“Useful and important … I think every trader or the ones who want to be traders should read this series of interviews.”
 –Ricardo Ismodes

“I’m the market strategist for a NYC investment bank with billions under management. I highly recommend Market Wizards to anyone who is involved in the markets. What’s so utterly compelling about the interviews is how consistent the themes are that arise from so many different traders…”
 –Barry Ritholtz

“Whether you scalp the e-minis on Globex or leisurely trade stocks on the NYSE, you will find something of value.”
 –Dr. Jeffrey Katz

“I still make investing mistakes. But I’ve made a lot fewer of them because of the lessons I learned from the Market Wizards.”
 –Tony Ursillo
And that’s not all. Reply today and you also get a valuable ….

**FREE Bonus Gift**

Order *Secrets of the Market Wizards* today and, while supplies last, I’ll send you – as a bonus gift – a FREE copy of Jack Schwager’s DVD *Winning Methods of The Market Wizards* (value: $64.95).

In this video, Jack talks frankly about the Market Wizards – their trading strengths and weaknesses, their personality quirks, what makes them such successful traders, and the take-away lessons each can teach you. Turn to page 14 for more information and to claim your free bonus DVD now.

With the $46 discount and the $64.95 free bonus gift, your total savings comes to over $110!

**Use it Risk-Free for 3 Full Months**

When *Secrets of the Market Wizards* arrives, listen to the CDs. Watch the video. Absorb powerful trading strategies and techniques that collectively have generated literally billions of dollars in trading profits.

Then, you decide what these lessons are worth to you – and whether you want to make *Secrets of the Market Wizards* a part of your permanent trading library.

If you are not 100% satisfied with *Secrets of the Market Wizards* for any reason … or for no reason at all … just return the audio CDs and bonus DVD to us within 90 days for a full and prompt refund.

That way, you risk nothing. All the risk is on our shoulders, not yours … just as it should be.

“**If you strongly wish to become a better market professional or dramatically improve your trading results, who better to teach you about the market than the best of the best?”**

– G. Shkodra
Are you off to meet the Wizards?

There’s no shortage of advice published today on trading. But a lot of it is advice from people who make their money as writers and teachers of trading – and NOT as professional traders. They write trading manuals – and create trading software – to make money, because most of them can’t live on their trading skills alone (and in some cases, not at all). I should know, because in my 20 years as a trading publisher, I’ve met and worked with dozens of them – some good, some great, and some you shouldn’t touch with a ten-foot pole.

Getting trading advice and wisdom from real traders who are actually successful is rare. Obtaining guidance from real traders who are at the top of the field is rarer still. That’s why Jack Schwager’s Market Wizards interviews are renowned in the field.

For whatever the reason, Jack is able to get the time and attention of trading’s top superstars – master market makers that have earned millions, making themselves wealthy. In *Secrets of the Market Wizards*, you hear – straight from the horse’s mouth – the trading advice, philosophy, and methods of 5 of the greatest Market Wizards the world has ever known.

So what are you waiting for? To order *Secrets of the Market Wizards* on a 90-day risk-free trial basis… and claim your FREE Bonus DVD … just complete and return the Risk-Free Request Form on page 15 today. Or call us toll-free at 888-233-1431 now.

Sincerely,

Terry Walker, Publisher
TradeWins

P.S. I urge you to hurry. We have only a limited quantity of the bonus DVDs available. And once these copies are gone, no more will be reproduced. To make sure you get your free copy of this strategy-packed video, order now. See page 14 for a description of this exciting FREE bonus video.

---

About the Author

Jack Schwager is an executive director and senior portfolio manager at Fortune Group, an international hedge fund advisory firm. He is the principal investment manager of Fortune’s Market Wizards Funds. His prior experience includes over 30 years on Wall Street. He was formerly director of futures research at Commodities Corporation, Paine Webber, and Prudential Securities.

Yours FREE – My Gift to You!
Winning Methods of The Market Wizards (value: $64.95).

Whether you are an active trader or simply want a better understanding of how to succeed in today’s markets, you’ll benefit from the wisdom and insight of renowned “Trader Hall of Fame” winner Jack Schwager.

Through his best-selling “Market Wizards” books and audios, Schwager has probed the minds of the world’s most respected investors, studying their personal traits and learning the secret techniques that have turned them into investment role models. Now a professional investor and successful fund manager in his own right, Schwager shares his own secrets, along with those of his prominent “interviewees” in a powerful presentation.

Jack helps you master the key lessons from each tutorial session, reconciles differences in philosophy, and outlines how he himself applies the Market Wizard strategies to his own trading. After viewing Jack’s presentation, you’ll trade the Market Wizard techniques with greater confidence. You’ll also develop the fortitude to stick with your trading plan, stop fear and uncertainty from getting in the way, and get out of losing trades before your losses mount.

In this program, you will discover:

- How to avoid losing faith during the bad periods.
- The dangers of overtrading.
- How to react when NO position is the right position.
- The importance of “self-analysis” for finding a trading method that fits your personality and goals.
- The real risk in volatility.
- The wisdom of bailing out on the downswings.
- How to develop the habit of “disloyalty.”
- Why you must learn to change directions — and how to do it quickly.
- The power of patience and waiting for the right opportunities.
- Developing an iron discipline.
- Why every trader needs to practice good money management.
- How to avoid the risks inherent in second-guessing your own system.
[ ] YES, send me Jack Schwager’s *Secrets of the Market Wizards™* home-study course on 3 long-playing audio CDs for just $49 – a $46 savings off the $95 list price.

If I am not 100% satisfied with the *Secrets of the Market Wizards™* program, I may return the audio CDs and Bonus DVD within 90 days for a full and prompt refund – no questions asked.

[ ] Quick Response Bonus Gift. I am responding within 11 days. Please send me the FREE Bonus DVD “Winning Methods of the Market Wizards” (value: $64.95).

*Please correct name and address if different than label on reverse side:*

Name____________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________________
City_____________________________ State__________ Zip_______________

*Method of payment:*

[ ] Check enclosed (payable to “Market Publications”)

[ ] Credit card:   __Visa  __Mastercard  __Amex  __Discover

Card #_____________________________ Exp. Date________ Security Code ________

Signature___________________________________

Phone_____________________________

E-mail_____________________________

**3 easy ways to order**

1. **MAIL** this form with payment to:

   Market Publications
   22C New Leicester Highway #117
   Asheville, NC 28806

2. **FAX** this form with credit card information to:

   888-258-4938

   888-233-1431

   to pay by credit card.

3. **PHONE** toll-free 888-233-1431 to pay by credit card.

NY State Residents add 8.625% sales tax ($4.23) for a total of $53.23

INSIDE: Discover the Little-Known Power Trading Secrets of the Master Market Wizards ....

Plus: claim your FREE Bonus DVD – see page 14!